Abstract-This letter considers three-stage switching networks for which nonblocking conditions with point-to-point traffic are given by the well known Clos theorem, under the assumption of absence of any optimized routing of the connections inside the network. We give here the conditions for such a network to be strictsense nonblocking under multicast traffic, by showing also that previously published papers, although claiming the same result, only provided sufficient conditions. Index Terms-Clos networks, strict-sense nonblocking networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE first breakthrough on how to build minimum-cost multistage connecting networks starting from small crossbars came in 1953 and is due to Clos [1] . These three-stage networks, now known as Clos networks, have been widely used for data communications and parallel computing systems under the assumption that the service supported is always unicast, that is, each connection is established between an idle inlet and only one idle outlet of the network. Interest in this kind of network has been growing in the last two decades, due to the growing need for supporting multicast communication services, which implies that a switching node must be able to set up connections from an idle inlet to more than one idle outlet. In this letter, we give the necessary and sufficient conditions for a three-stage switching network to be strictly nonblocking when each inlet can address a number of outlets ranging from a minimum up to a maximum .
It is worth noting that the nonblocking Clos network does not set any constraint on how to select the new connection out of the multiple paths available through the three-stage network. Such a class of networks, called a strict-sense nonblocking network (SSNB), must be distinguished from two other types of nonblocking networks, i.e., wide-sense nonblocking networks (WSNB) and rearrangeable nonblocking networks (RNB). In both cases, a less complex nonblocking network is built compared to the SSNB, by allowing, at connection set up time, either an optimized path selection or a possible rearrangement of already set up connections. In this letter, we will only consider the case of SSNB networks by also showing the wrong claims of previously published literature.
Section II reports on the literature available in this topic, whereas Section III gives the basic definitions for a multicast Clos network. Section IV provides the nonblocking conditions in a multicast Clos network, and Section V shows how such [3] , applies actually to WSNB networks. Recently, Giacomazzi and Trecordi [4] claimed to have obtained the necessary and sufficient conditions of SSNB multicast networks. We focus here only on SSNB networks and disregard any other types of nonblocking network.
In unicast switching networks, at most, connections can be established. It is crucial to find the number of the connections that can be established in multicast switching networks. In [4, p. 1165] we find, " The total fanout (i.e., the total number of addressed outlets) of the connections is defined as . Obviously, the minimum value of is (when all the connections have minimum admissible fanout). Moreover, is upper-bounded by (when all the connections have maximum admissible fanout). Furthermore, the number of outlets available for the connections is . 1 Therefore, the maximum value of is given by the minimum between the maximum total fanout of connections (that is, ) and . In conclusion, ranges from to ." Hence, the maximum number of connection requests in case of inlets and free outlets, if the fanout of each inlet is a positive integer ranging from a minimum up to a maximum , seems to be . Assume now, for example, that . Hence, according to [4] , we have . However, the maximum number of busy inlets is , i.e., in case each busy inlet has the minimum fanout. On the other hand, each inlet can require at most connections. So, we have a further upper bound for , i.e., . Hence
Furthermore, it has to be observed that is not always true. For example, let us consider the case in which , and hence, . 1 The fanout of the newly incoming connection is denoted by f and c is the number of connections engaging the same first stage module used by the newly incoming connection. In Section IV, we shall refine (1), concluding that it holds as an equality. We have thus proved that, unlike what is stated in [4] , can range down below .
III. DEFINITION OF MULTICAST CLOS NETWORK
Definition 1: Let us consider an multicast switching network, i.e., in which each inlet can address a nonnegative integer of outlets, where . Obviously, we assume that all matrices are multicast, i.e., in which each inlet can be connected to more that one outlet at the same time. The network structure under consideration is shown in Fig. 1 
IV. NONBLOCKING CONDITIONS OF MULTICAST CLOS NETWORKS
First of all, we find the maximum number of connection requests in multicast switching networks.
Theorem 1: In an -, the maximum number of addressed outlets is . Proof: The proof of this theorem is given in [5] . In multicast switching networks, as in unicast switching networks, (necessary and sufficient) SSNB conditions can be derived from the worst case scenario. This can be constructed by the conspiracy principle: given a multicast "conspired" connection request , the worst traffic pattern for is derived by assuming a set of multicast "conspiring" connection requests selected so as to maximize the network resources that would be used by . The application of this principle to a particular class of networks depends on the interconnection pattern and on the range of possible fanouts.
Let us consider annetwork, in which is the multicast conspired connection request and , where , is one of the point-to-point connection requests in which can be ideally decomposed. In order to obtain the worst conspiring traffic pattern for , we have to assume that the fanout of the conspiring inlet must be minimal, i.e., . In fact, if the fanout of is greater than the minimum , then the conspiring inlets could not address the maximum number of conspiring outlets, that is, by Theorem 1
Initially, we are going to identify the worst case scenario for , and then we shall show that this is also the worst case scenario for . there are enough free outlets, and if , the conspiracy to continues requiring that the maximum number of connections directed to outlets belonging to is established from inlets , where , using second-stage matrices not yet busy . Notice that and . Example 1: For example, in Fig. 2(a) we have an -, in which the conspired point-to-point connection request is . The number of matrices blocked at second stage by inlets belonging to is maximal, i.e., . Moreover [see Fig. 2(b) ], the number of matrices blocked by outlets of is also maximal, i.e., , hence no more second-stage matrix is left to satisfy . We have seen how to construct the worst traffic pattern for a single connection request . Now, we have to find the worst traffic pattern when the conspired connection is multicast. Moreover, if the number of second-stage matrices is enough to satisfy for each network state, can every other connection request be satisfied?
Every Fig. 3(a) , we have an -, where the conspiracy is (first) for . The number of matrices blocked at second stage by the inlets of is maximal, i.e., . The number of matrices blocked at second stage by outlets of is also maximal, i.e., ; hence, only one matrix is left to satisfy . However, [see Fig. 3(b) ] we have assumed that the fanout of conspired inlet is equal to 2 (instead of 1, as in the previous example); hence, two are the conspired point-to-point connection requests (i.e., , first, and , later), in which the multicast conspired connection request can be ideally decomposed. So, we have and . This concludes the application of the conspiracy principle in case ofswitching networks. We give now the necessary and sufficient conditions that make a three-stage multicast network strictly nonblocking.
Theorem 2: An -is SSNB if and only if (2) Proof: The proof of this theorem is given in [5] . It is interesting to apply Theorem 2 in the case of unicast switching networks. If , then (2) becomes , which is the Clos theorem [1] .
V. DISCUSSION
We shall now compare the necessary and sufficient SSNB condition given by (2) with the corresponding one in [4] , showing that the latter provides only a sufficient condition.
Let . Then, according to [4] where , and . Thus, the expression holds with and . Since it follows that . Moreover, implies . On the contrary, according to (2), we have which proves the flaw in the cited previous contribution.
VI. CONCLUSION
The theoretical conditions to build multicast three-stage connecting networks have been shown. They refer to the case of strict-sense nonblocking and therefore do not set any constraint on the algorithm to select the internal path for any new multicast connection.
